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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SELECTIVE DISCONNECTION OF
ELECTRICAL SERVICE TO END CUSTOMERS

Background of the Invention

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates generally to electricpower supply and generation

systems and, more particularly, to allowing a utility to carry out a "selective" disconnect

of utility customers using a two-way reporting approach.

Description of Related Art

[0002] One important activity of a power utility is the disconnection of service to

customers. A service disconnection typically results from either of the following

situations: (1) a customer moves out of his residence/business and no longer wants

service delivered to that service point, or (2) a customer payment delinquency resulting

from a past failure of the customer to pay the utility bill.

In the first situation, the customer provides the utility with an order to disconnect service.

In the second situation, the order comes from the utility's accounting department due to

failure to pay the utility bill.

[0003] hi the past, service disconnection involved one or more trips by a utility worker to

the service point to notify the occupants of an upcoming disconnect, followed by another

subsequent trip to the service point to physically disconnect power to the service point.

This is referred to as a "hard disconnect." Hard disconnects are not always easy to handle

because of issues such as the following: (1) angry customers due to the prospect of

service disconnection; (2) uncontrolled pets or other animals; (3) physical difficulties of



getting access to the disconnect switch; (4) weather conditions; (5) time and cost

associated with getting to the customer's premises, which could be located in a remote

area.

[0004] To overcome many of the issues related to a hard disconnect, utilities began to

make use of Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) technology that allowed utilities to

remotely perform disconnects without the physical presence of a technician. This is

achieved by installing or integrating within the electric meters ("smart meters") a remote

disconnect switch that is actuated through commands sent to the electric meters via

various communications methods. These communications methods are generally two-

way in order to acknowledge the switch's "state" of allowing electricity to flow or not.

There is some additional cost associated with installation of this equipment. However,

this avoided most or all of the disadvantages of a hard disconnect noted above.

[0005] Although installation of AMI technology equipment resolved many of the issues

related to hard disconnects, it added other problems. For example, some customers were

put into life-threatening situations when disconnecting the power without a person

physically present at the service point. In some rare cases, customers died because of the

lack of heat during winter or from unanticipated "restarts" when a bill was paid

sufficiently to warrant a service restoration from the serving utility. A remote disconnect

may also be life-threatening when a customer has an important medical device using

electricity.

[0006] Situations such as these have resulted in regulations or legislation in many areas

preventing or restricting remote disconnects due to "customer payment delinquency."

Because of this, as well as the additional costs related to remote disconnects, few utilities



are now making use of remote disconnects. The result is that utilities are often either

continuing to perform hard disconnects on-site at the servicepoint or are performing "soft

disconnects." A soft disconnect does not actually cut power to the service point but

merely reads the customer's meter on the last date of occupancy and stops billing the

customer after that. Soft disconnects are primarily useful in "customer move" situations

in areas with high customer turnover, such as apartment buildings or near college

campuses. In those areas, there is typically a quick succession of one customer moving

out and another customer moving in.

[0007] The advantage of a soft disconnect is that it avoids the cost of physically visiting

the service point at least twice - once for a disconnect and once for a reconnect. It also

allows the new customer to be reconnected faster than waiting for a physical visit by a

utility worker. However, an obvious problem with a soft disconnect is that power may

still be consumed by the service point, resulting in an additional cost to the landlord, the

utility, or some other party. For example, the previous customermay have left the HVAC

system running. Switch controlled devices, such as water heaters, may be left running by

a customer because there is no obvious disconnection feature available to the previous

customer.

Summary of the Invention

[0008] In the disclosed embodiments, a system and method are provided for utilizing

two-way reporting devices and an active load director to effect selective disconnection of

electrical service to power-consuming devices at customer service points. In one

embodiment, a selective disconnect of electrical service is made for a customer having a



bill delinquency by selectively reducing power to devices based on information stored in

a customer profile. In another embodiment, a selective disconnect is used in situations of

high customer turnover, cutting power to selected devices to reduce energy consumption

during a temporary vacancy while avoiding a hard disconnect.

[0009] In one embodiment, a method is provided for selective disconnection of electrical

service to a customer via commands transmitted on a communications network between a

server in communication with an electric utility and a client device at a customer service

point. A customer profile is generated including at least connection information for a

plurality of controllable devices within the service point. A request is received from the

electric utility to generate a selective disconnect event at the service point based on the

customer profile. The selective disconnect event is communicated to the client device at

the service point. The selective disconnect event is sent to at least one controllable

device at the service point.

[00 10] In one embodiment, a system is provided for selective disconnection of electrical

service to a customer via commands transmitted on a communications network between a

server in communication with an electric utility and a client device at a customer service

point. The system includes a memory for storing a database containing a plurality of

customer profiles, wherein each customer profile includes at least connection information

for a plurality of controllable devices within the associated service point; and a processor,

cooperative with the memory, configured for selective disconnection of electrical service

to a customer at the service point by: receiving a request from the electric utility to

generate a selective disconnect event at the associated service point; and communicating

the selective disconnect event to the client device for sending to at least one controllable



device at the associated service point.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[00 11] These and other advantages and aspects of the embodiments of the disclosure will

become apparent and more readily appreciated from the following detailed description of

the embodiments taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, as follows.

[0012] Fig. 1 is a block diagram of an exemplary IP-based, active power load

management system.

[00 13] Fig. 2 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary Active Load Director (ALD)

included in the power load management system.

[00 14] Fig. 3 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary Active Load Client and smart

breaker module included in the power load management system.

[001 5] Fig. 4 is a flowchart illustrating the processing logic for performing a selective

disconnect of electrical load in an exemplary embodiment.

Detailed Description

[00 16] Before describing exemplary embodiments in detail, it should be observed that the

embodiments described reside primarily in combinations of apparatus components and

processing steps related to a system and method to allow a utility to carry out a

"selective" disconnect of utility customers. Accordingly, the apparatus and method

components have been represented where appropriate by conventional symbols in the

drawings, showing only those specific details that are pertinent to understanding the

embodiments disclosed so as not to obscure the disclosure with details that will be readily

apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art having the benefit of the description provided



herein.

[0017] The term "electric utility" as used herein refers to any entity that generates and

distributes electrical power to its customers, that purchases power from a power-

generating entity and distributes the purchased power to its customers, or that supplies

electricity created by alternative energy sources, such as solar power, wind power or

otherwise, to power generation or distribution entities through the Federal Energy

Regulatory Commission (FERC) electrical grid or otherwise.

[0018] The embodiments described utilize concepts disclosed in commonly-owned

published patent application US 2009/0062970, entitled "System and Method for Active

Power Load Management" which is incorporated by reference in its entirety herein. The

following paragraphs describe the Active Management Load System (ALMS), Active

Load Director (ALD), and Active Load Client (ALC) in sufficient detail to assist the

reader in the understanding of the embodiments described herein. More detailed

description of the ALMS, ALD, and ALC can be found in US 2009/0062970.

Active Load Management System

[0019] Fig. 1depicts an exemplary IP-based Active Load Management System (ALMS)

10 that may be utilized by a utility in the embodiments described herein. The exemplary

ALMS 10 monitors and manages power distribution via an active load director (ALD)

100 connected between one or more utility control centers (UCCs) 200 and one or more

Active Load Clients (ALCs) 300. The ALD 100 may communicate with the utility

control center 200 and each active load client 300 either directly or through a network 80

using the Internet Protocol (IP) or any other connection-based protocols. For example,



the ALD 100 may communicate using RF systems operating via one or more base

stations 90 using one or more wireless communication protocols. Alternatively, or

additionally, the ALD 100 may communicate via a digital subscriber line (DSL) capable

connection, cable television based IP capable connection, or any combination thereof hi

the exemplary embodiment shown in Fig. 1, the ALD 100 communicates with one or

more active load clients 300 using a combination of traditional IP-based communication

(e.g., over a trunked line) to a base station 90 and a wireless channel implementing the

WiMax protocol for the "last mile" from the base station 90 to the active load client 300.

[0020] Each ALC 300 is accessible through a specified address (e.g., IP address) and

controls and monitors the state of individual smart breaker modules or intelligent

appliances 60 installed in the business or residence service point 20 to which the ALC

300 is associated (e.g., connected or supporting). Each ALC 300 is associated with a

single residential or commercial customer. In one embodiment, the ALC 300

communicates with a residential load center 400 that contains smart breaker modules,

which are able to switch from an "ON" (active) state to an "OFF" (inactive) state, and

vice versa, responsive to signaling from the ALC 300. Typically, each smart breaker

controls a single appliance (e.g., a washer/dryer 30, a hot water heater 40, an HVAC unit

50, or a pool pump 70).

[0021] Additionally, the ALC 300 may control individual smart appliances directly (e.g.,

without communicating with the residential load center 400) via one or more of a variety

of known communication protocols (e.g., IP, Broadband over Power Line (BPL) in

various forms, including through specifications promulgated or being developed by the

HOMEPLUG Powerline Alliance and the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers



(IEEE), Ethernet, Bluetooth, ZigBee, Wi-Fi, WiMax, etc.). Typically, a smart appliance

60 includes a power control module (not shown) having communication abilities. The

power control module is installed in-line with the power supply to the appliance, between

the actual appliance and the power source (e.g., the power control module is plugged into

a power outlet at the home or business and the power cord for the appliance is plugged

into the power control module). Thus, when the power control module receives a

command to turn off the appliance 60, it disconnects the actual power supplying the

appliance 60. Alternatively, a smart appliance 60 may include a power control module

integrated directly into the appliance, which may receive commands and control the

operation of the appliance directly (e.g., a smart thermostat may perform such functions

as raising or lowering the set temperature, switching an HVAC unit on or off, or

switching a fan on or off).

[0022] Also as shown in Fig. 1, a service point 20 may have its own power generation

on-site, including solar panels, fuel cells, or wind turbines. This is indicated by the power

generating device 96. The power generating device 96 connects to the Active Load

Client 300. Power that is added by the power generating device 96 is added to the overall

utility capacity. The utility provides credit to the service point ownerbased on the energy

produced at the service point.

[0023] The service point 20 also contains the Customer Dashboard 98. This is a web-

based interface used by the customer to specify preferences for the use of the Active Load

Management System at the customer's service point. These preferences include control

event preferences, bill management preferences, and others.

[0024] The Customer Dashboard 98 is also used to notify the customer of an upcoming



disconnection or that service has already been disconnected. If the user wishes to

reconnect, the utility may use the Customer Dashboard 98 to facilitate reconnection.

[0025] When a selective disconnect is requested, the utility control center 200 uses the

ALD 100 to send appropriate control events to the ALC 300. These control events reflect

the utility' s policy for a selective disconnect, which may include, but is not limited to, the

following policies: (1) contact the customer before a hard disconnect to allow the

customer to take action before the disconnect; (2) turn off selected switch-controlled

devices; (3) lower or raise the temperature for selected climate-controlled devices to a

specified point and keep the device at that setting; (4) select a time of use that allows for

continuity of service while protecting the utility's costs and the end customer's financial

limitations.

[0026] The power generating device 96 is used to generate energy. Using the invention,

the utility may want to selectively keep the power generating device 96 turned on even if

other devices are turned off during a selective disconnect. This allows the utility to

continue to make use of the device to generate power.

Active Load Director

[0027] Referring now to Fig. 2, the ALD 100 may serve as the primary interface to

customers, as well as to service personnel hi the exemplary embodiment depicted in Fig.

2, the ALD 100 includes a utility control center (UCC) security interface 102, a UCC

command processor 104, a master event manager 106, an ALC manager 108, an ALC

security interface 110, an ALC interface 112, a web browser interface 114, a customer

sign-up application 116, customer personal settings 138, a customer reports application

118, a power savings application 120, a selective disconnect application 121, an ALC



diagnostic manager 122, an ALD database 124, a service dispatch manager 126, atrouble

ticket generator 128, a call center manager 130, a carbon savings application 132, a utility

power and carbon database 134, a read meter application 136, and a security device

manager 140.

[0028] In one embodiment, customers interact with the ALD 100 using the web browser

interface 114, and subscribe to some or all of the services offered by the power load

management system 10 via a customer sign-up application 116. In accordance with the

customer sign-up application 116, the customer specifies customer personal settings 138

that contain information relating to the customer and the customer's residence or

business, and defines the extent of service to which the customer wishes to subscribe.

Additional details of the customer sign-up application 116 are described below.

Customers may also use the web browser interface 114 to access and modify information

pertaining to their existing accounts.

[0029] The ALD 100 also includes a UCC security interface 102 which provides security

and encryption between the ALD 100 and a utility company's control center 200 to

ensure that no third party is able to provide unauthorized directions to the ALD 100. A

UCC command processor 104 receives and sends messages between the ALD 100 and

the utility control center 200. Similarly, an ALC security interface 110 provides security

and encryption between the ALD 100 and each ALC 300 on the system 10, ensuring that

no third parties can send directions to, or receive information from, the ALC 300. The

security techniques employed by the ALC security interface 110 and the UCC security

interface 102 may include conventional symmetric key or asymmetric key algorithms, or

proprietary encryption techniques.



[0030] In one embodiment, the commands that can be received by the UCC command

processor 104 from the electric utility's control center 200 include a "Cut" command, a

"How Much" command, an "End Event" command, and a "Read Meters" command. The

"Cut" command instructs the ALD 100 to reduce a specified amount of power for a

specified amount of time. The specified amount of power may be an instantaneous

amount of power or an average amount of power consumed per unit of time. The "Cut"

command may also optionally indicate general geographic areas or specific locations for

power load reduction. The "How Much" command requests information for the amount

of power (e.g., in megawatts) that can be reduced by the requesting utility control center

200. The "End Event" command stops the present ALD 100 transaction. The "Read

Meters" command instructs the ALD 100 to read the meters for all customers serviced by

the requesting utility.

[0031] The UCC command processor 104 may send a response to a "How Much"

command or an "Event Ended" status confirmation to a utility control center 200. A

response to a "How Much" command returns an amount of power that can be cut. An

"Event Ended" acknowledgement message confirms that the current ALD transaction has

ended.

[0032] The master event manager 106 maintains the overall status of the power load

activities controlled by the power management system 10. The master event manager

106 maintains a separate state for each utility that is controlled (when multiple utilities

are controlled) and tracks the current power usage within each utility. The master event

manager 106 also tracks the management condition of each utility (e.g., whether or not

each utility is currently being managed). The master event manager 106 receives



instructions in the form of transaction requests from the UCC command processor 104

and routes instructions to components necessary to complete the requested transaction,

such as the ALC manager 108 and the power savings application 120.

[0033] The ALC manager 108 routes instructions between the ALD 100 and each ALC

300 within the system 10 through an ALC interface 112. For instance, the ALC manager

108 tracks the state of every ALC 300 serviced by specified utilities by communicating

with the ALC 300 through an individual IP address. The ALC interface 112 translates

instructions (e.g., transactions) received from the ALC manager 108 into the proper

message structure understood by the targeted ALC 300 and then sends the message to the

ALC 300. Likewise, when the ALC interface 112 receives messages from an ALC 300, it

translates the message into a form understood by the ALC manager 108 and routes the

translated message to the ALC manager 108.

[0034] The ALC manager 108 receives from each ALC 300 that it services, either

periodically or responsive to polling messages sent by the ALC manager 108, messages

containing the present power consumption and the status (e.g., "ON" or "OFF") of each

device controlled by the ALC 300. Alternatively, if individual device metering is not

available, then the total power consumption and load management status for the entire

ALC 300 may be reported. The information contained in each status message is stored in

the ALD database 124 in a record associated with the specified ALC 300. The ALD

database 124 contains all the information necessary to manage every customer account

and power distribution. In one embodiment, the ALD database 124 contains customer

contact information, such as names, addresses, phone numbers, email addresses, and

associated utility companies for all customers having ALCs 300 installed at their



residences or businesses, as well as a description of specific operating instructions for

each managed device (e.g., IP-addressable smart breaker or appliance), device status, and

device diagnostic history.

[0035] Another message that can be exchanged between an ALC 300 and the ALC

manager 108 is a status response message. A status response message reports the type

and status of each device controlled by the ALC 300 to the ALD 100. When a status

response message is received from an ALC 300, the ALC manager 108 logs the

information contained in the message in the ALD database 124.

[0036] In one embodiment, upon receiving instructions (e.g., a "Cut" instruction) from

the master event manager 106 to reduce power consumption for a specified utility, the

ALC manager 108 determines which ALCs 300 and/or individually controlled devices to

switch to the "OFF" state based upon present power consumption data stored in the ALD

database 124. The ALC manager 108 then sends a message to each selected ALC 300

containing instructions to turn off all or some of the devices under the ALCs control.

[0037] In another embodiment, a power savings application 120 may be optionally

included to calculate the total amount of power saved by each utility during a power

reduction event (referred to herein as a "Cut event"), as well as the amount of power

saved for each customer whose ALC 300 reduced the amount of power delivered. The

power savings application 120 accesses the data stored in the ALD database 124 for each

customer serviced by a particular utility and stores the total cumulative power savings

(e.g., in megawatts per hour) accumulated by each utility for each Cut event in which the

utility participated as an entry in the utility Power and Carbon database 134.

[0038] A read meter application 136 may be optionally invoked when the UCC command



processor 104 receives a "Read Meters " or equivalent command from the utility control

center 200. The read meter application 136 cycles through the ALD database 124 and

sends a read meter message or command to each ALC 300, or to the ALCs 300

specifically identified in the UCCs command, via the ALC manager 108. The

information received by the ALC manager 108 from the ALC 300 is logged in the ALD

database 124 for each customer. When all the ALC meter information has been received,

the information is sent to the requesting utility control center 200 using a business to

business (e.g., ebXML) or other desired protocol.

The ALD maintains a connection/disconnection profile as part of each customer's

overall customer profile. The disconnection profile contains information about devices

within the service point that may receive limited or no control events, information about

other devices (such as health devices) that may adversely affect the customer in the event

of a disconnect, priority of service, and other connect/disconnect information about the

customer. This profile is used as a guide to determine how and when a hard or selective

disconnect may be performed. In Fig. 2, the connection/disconnection profile is part of

the customer profile in the ALD Database 124. It is used by the Selective Disconnect

Application 121 to determine when and how to apply a selective disconnect.

Furthermore, due to the power measuring capabilities of the ALMS, it is possible to

record the ambient temperature decay in the house via the calculation of dynamic drift

coefficients to record and catalogue those houses whose inefficiency might qualify for

low interest loans or local, state, federal, or charitable grants such that the efficiency of

such houses might be improved to reduce the economic risk to the utility and to allow a

more continuous use of power during a billing cycle.



[0040] The selective disconnect event is communicated to the ALC 300 via the Master

Event Manager 106, Active Load Client Manager 108, and Active Load Client Interface

112 to the ALC 300. In one embodiment, messages may be sent from the Selective

Disconnect Application 120 to the Customer Dashboard 98 via the Web Browser

Interface 114. These messages can inform the customer of the selective disconnect,

encouraging some action on the part of the customer.

Active Load Client

[0041] Fig. 3 illustrates a block diagram of an exemplary active load client 300 in

accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. The depicted active load

client 300 includes a smart breaker module controller 306, a communications interface

308, a security interface 310, an IP-based communication converter 312, a device control

manager 314, a smart breaker (Bl-BN) counter manager 316, an IP router 320, a smart

meter interface 322, a smart device interface 324, an IP device interface 330, and a power

dispatch device interface 340. The active load client 300, in this embodiment, is a

computer or processor-based system located on-site at a customer's residence or business.

The primary function of the active load client 300 is to manage the power load levels of

controllable, power consuming load devices located at the residence or business, which

the active load client 300 oversees on behalf of the customer hi an exemplary

embodiment, the active load client 300 may include dynamic host configuration protocol

(DHCP) client functionality to enable the active load client 300 to dynamically request IP

addresses for itself and/or one or more controllable devices 402 - 412, 60 managed

thereby from a DHCP server on the host IP network facilitating communications between

the active load client 300 and the ALD 100. The active load client 300 may further



include router functionality and maintain a routing table of assigned IP addresses in a

memory of the active load client 300 to facilitate delivery of messages from the active

load client 300 to the controllable devices 402 - 412, 60. Finally, the power generation

device 96 at the service point 20 sends data about power generated to the power dispatch

device interface 340.

[0042] A communications interface 308 facilitates connectivity between the active load

client 300 and the ALD server 100. Communication between the active load client 300

and the ALD server 100 may be based on any type of IP or other connection protocol

including, but not limited to, the WiMax protocol. Thus, the communications interface

308 may be a wired or wireless modem, a wireless access point, or other appropriate

interface.

[0043] A standard IP Layer-3 router 320 routes messages received by the

communications interface 308 to both the active load client 300 and to any other locally

connected device 440. The router 320 determines if a received message is directed to the

active load client 300 and, if so, passes the message to a security interface 310 to be

decrypted. The security interface 310 provides protection for the contents of the

messages exchanged between the ALD server 100 and the active load client 300. The

message content is encrypted and decrypted by the security interface 310 using, for

example, a symmetric encryption key composed of a combination of the IP address and

GPS data for the active load client 300 or any other combination of known information.

If the message is not directed to the active load client 300, then it is passed to the IP

device interface 330 for delivery to one or more locally connected devices 440. For

example, the IP router 320 may be programmed to route power load management system



messages as well as conventional Internet messages. In such a case, the active load client

300 may function as a gateway for Internet service supplied to the residence or business

instead of using separate Internet gateways or routers.

[0044] An IP based communication converter 312 opens incoming messages from the

ALD server 100 and directs them to the appropriate function within the active load client

300. The converter 312 also receives messages from various active load client 300

functions (e.g., a device control manager 314, a status response generator 304, and a

report trigger application 318), packages the messages in the form expected by the ALD

server 100, and then passes them on to the security interface 310 for encryption.

[0045] The device control manager 314 processes power management commands for

various controllable devices logically connected to the active load client 300. The

devices can be either smart breakers 402 12 or other IP based devices 60, 460, such as

smart appliances with individual control modules (not shown). The device control

manager 314 also processes "Query Request" or equivalent commands or messages from

the ALD server 100 by querying a status response generator 304 which maintains the type

and status of each device controlled by the active load client 300, and providing the status

of each device to the ALD server 100. The "Query Request" message may include

information other than mere status requests, such as temperature set points for thermally

controlled devices, time intervals during which load control is permitted or prohibited,

dates during which load control is permitted or prohibited, and priorities of device control

(e.g., during a power reduction event, hot water heater and pool pump are turned off

before HVAC unit is turned off). If temperature set points or other non-status

information are included in a "Query Request" message and there is a device 60 attached



to the active load client 300 that can process the information, the temperature set points

or other information are sent to that device 60 via a smart device interface 324.

[0046] The status response generator 304 receives status messages from the ALD server

100 and, responsive thereto, polls each controllable device 402 - 412, 60, 460 under the

active load client's control to determine whether the controllable device 402 412, 60,

460 is active and in good operational order. Each controllable device 402 -412, 60, 460

responds to the polls with operational information (e.g., activity status and/or error

reports) in a status response message. The active load client 300 stores the status

responses in a memory associated with the status response generator 304 for reference in

connection with power reduction events.

[0047] The smart device interface 324 facilitates IP or other address-based

communications to individual devices 60 (e.g., smart appliance power control modules)

that are attached to the active load client 300. The connectivity can be through one of

several different types of networks, including but not limited to, BPL, ZigBee, Wi-Fi,

Bluetooth, or direct Ethernet communications. Thus, the smart device interface 324 is a

modem adapted for use in or on the network connecting the smart devices 420 to the

active load client 300. The smart device interface 324 also allows the device control

manager 314 to manage those devices that have the capability to sense temperature

settings and respond to temperature variations.

[0048] The smart breaker module controller 306 formats, sends, and receives messages to

and from the smart breaker module 400. In one embodiment, the communications is

preferably through a BPL connection. In such embodiment, the smart breaker module

controller 306 includes a BPL modem and operations software. The smart breaker



module 400 contains individual smart breakers 402 - 412, wherein each smart breaker

402 - 412 includes an applicable modem (e.g., a BPL modem when BPL is the

networking technology employed) and is preferably in-line with power supplied to a

single appliance or other device. The B 1-BN counter manager 316 determines and stores

real time power usage for each installed smart breaker 402 412. For example, the

counter manager 316 tracks or counts the amount of power used by each smart breaker

402 - 412 and stores the counted amounts of power in a memory of the active load client

300 associated with the counter manager 316.

[0049] The smart meter interface 322 manages either smart meters 460 that communicate

using BPL or a current sensor 452 connected to a traditional power meter 450. When the

active load client 300 receives a "Read Meters" command or message from the ALD

server 100 and a smart meter 460 is attached to the active load client 300, a "Read

Meters" command is sent to the meter 460 via the smart meter interface 322 (e.g., a BPL

modem). The smart meter interface 322 receives a reply to the "Read Meters" message

from the smart meter 460, formats this information along with identification information

for the active load client 300, and provides the formatted message to the IP based

communication converter 312 for transmission to the ALD server 100.

[0050] Within the ALC 300 in Fig. 3, a selective disconnect event is sent to the

Communications Interface 308 to the Device Interface 330, Smart Device Interface 324,

Power Dispatch Device Interface 340, or Smart Breaker Module Controller 306 to the

appropriate device (60, 62, 96, or 400). This event will typically either shut down or

reduce power to the device.

[0051] Generally, the embodiments disclosed encompass a method and apparatus for



performing a selective disconnect of a controllable, power-consuming device at the

customer' s service point. The embodiments disclosed allow the utility to selectively turn

off power to some switch-controlled devices and to raise or lower the temperature of

climate-controlled devices. The embodiments disclosed also allow the utility to

selectively turn off devices at the service point to reduce unnecessary power consumption

while the service point is not occupied.

[0052] One of the benefits of the Active Load Management System in a customer

payment delinquency is that, with a reporting and controllable thermostat and with a

device controller installed on a typical hot water heater, a utility can control the load

consumed by selectively disconnecting power-consuming devices at the service point h

practice, the selective disconnect method involves installing a "selective" disconnect

profile that would either reduce or de-energize hot water, put a two-way reporting and

controllable thermostat at apre-determined "set point" (e.g., 84 degrees during summer),

or cycle the duty cycle of the device controller to achieve some method of reducing

electrical usage while not totally disconnecting the end user's power. A secondary

benefit is that the selective disconnect method would reduce the need for hard

disconnects.

[0053] In one embodiment, the selective disconnect method can be used to limit energy

consumption for those using energy credits. Energy credits are often made available to

customers who have financial limitations and are unable to pay for increased energy

usage during times such as very cold or hot time periods. The selective disconnect

method can be used to selectively restrict electricity usage by devices for economically

challenged customers. For example, in the telecommunications industry, a prepaid



subscription for services allows a customer to consume the number of minutes of use

and/or ancillary services such as texting until the usage exceeds the payment. In

embodiments of the selective disconnect method, the customer selects which devices he

is willing to pay for using energy credits. The electric utility allows the customer to

decide which devices may be paid for using credits. This represents an opportunity

previously unavailable to electric utilities to allow a customer to create custom "buckets"

of electricity usage per device, referred to herein as bucket plans. The utility may also

further constrain electricity usage in such bucket plans. For example, hot water may be

available for mornings or evenings only, instead of not at all. Furthermore, cooling may

be available for the hottest part of the day, or heating for the coolest part of the evenings,

and a reduced temperature for other times.

[0054] In one embodiment, customers using bucket plans are constrained by time of use

pricing such that the Active Load Management System (ALMS) may be programmed by

the serving utility, and with the customer's consent, to consume more electricity when it

is "off peak" for the utility, and restrict heavily the usage during peak times such that a

continuity of service is maintained without interruption, and the accumulated usage is

always known to the customer and the utility through two-way communicating

thermostats, home displays, web-based user interfaces or customer service phone support.

Thus, the selective disconnect method utilizes technology to reduce bad debts of the

serving utilities while providing options, through the ALMS, for those customers with

financial limitations.

[0055] Fig. 4 is a flowchart illustrating the processing logic for performing a selective

disconnect of electrical load in an exemplary embodiment. The selective disconnect



processing logic starts in block 500. Customer profiles are generated for controllable

devices at a plurality of service points as indicated in block 504. An electric utility sends

a request to the Active Load Director server over a network communications link to

generate a selective disconnect event at a customer service point, as indicated in block

508. The request may include selective disconnect commands for multiple controllable

power-consuming devices at the service point. The Active Load Director server

communicates the selective disconnect event to the Active Load Client at the effected

service point as indicated in block 512. The selective disconnect event is generated and

sent to at least one controllable device at the service point, as indicated in block 516. A

determination is made in decision block 520 if there are additional controllable devices at

the service point that are to receive a selective disconnect command. If there are

additional controllable devices that are to receive selective disconnect commands, the

process returns to block 512. Otherwise, the selective disconnect process is exited in

block 524.

[0056] It should be noted that many terms and acronyms are used in this description that

are well-defined in the telecommunications and computer networking industries and are

well understood by persons skilled in these arts. Complete descriptions of these terms

and acronyms, whether defining a telecommunications standard or protocol, can be found

in readily available telecommunications standards and literature and are not described in

any detail herein.

[0057] As used in the foregoing description, the term "ZigBee" refers to any wireless

communication protocol adopted by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

(IEEE) according to standard 802.15.4 or any successor standard(s), and the term



"Bluetooth" refers to any short-range communication protocol implementing IEEE

standard 802.15.1 or any successor standard(s). The term "Service Point Network" or

"SPN" is meant to represent any technology that allows wireless or wired devices to

communicate over short distances within or around a service point, using power line

communications, Ethernet, ultra wideband (UWB), or IEEE 802. 15.4 technology (such as

Zigbee, 6LoWPAN, or Z-Wave technology). Power line communications includes any

system communicating data using power lines. The term "High Speed Packet Data

Access (HSPA)" refers to any communication protocol adopted by the International

Telecommunication Union (ITU) or another mobile telecommunications standards body

referring to the evolution of the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM)

standard beyond its third generation Universal Mobile Telecommunications System

(UMTS) protocols. The term "Long Term Evolution (LTE)" refers to any

communication protocol based on 3GPP Release 8 (from the ITU) or another mobile

telecommunications standards body referring to the evolution of GSM-based networks to

voice, video and data standards anticipated to be replacement protocols for HSPA and

EVDO. The term "Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) Evolution Date-Optimized

(EVDO) Revision A (CDMA EVDO Rev. A)" refers to the communication protocol

adopted by the ITU under standard number TIA-856 Rev. A.

It will be appreciated that embodiments or components of the systems described

herein may be comprised of one or more conventional processors and unique stored

program instructions that control the one or more processors to implement, in conjunction

with certain non-processor circuits, some, most, or all of the functions for managing

power load distribution and tracking individual subscriber power consumption and



savings in one or more power load management systems. The non-processor circuits may

include, but are not limited to, radio receivers, radio transmitters, antennas, modems,

signal drivers, clock circuits, power source circuits, relays, meters, smart breakers, current

sensors, and user input devices. As such, these functions may be interpreted as steps of a

method to distribute information and control signals between devices in a power load

management system. Alternatively, some or all functions could be implemented by a

state machine that has no stored program instructions, or in one or more application

specific integrated circuits (ASICs), in which each function or some combinations of

functions are implemented as custom logic. Of course, a combination of the two

approaches could be used. Thus, methods and means for these functions have been

described herein.

[0059] Furthermore, it is expected that one of ordinary skill in the art, notwithstanding

possibly significant effort and many design choices motivated by, for example, available

time, current technology, and economic considerations, when guided by the concepts and

principles disclosed herein, will be readily capable of generating such software

instructions, programs and integrated circuits (ICs), and appropriately arranging and

functionally integrating such non-processor circuits, without undue experimentation.

[0060] In the foregoing specification, the invention has been described with reference to

specific embodiments. The embodiments encompass a system and method to allow a

utility to carry out a selective disconnect of controllable, power-consuming devices at

service points for utility customers who have not paid their bill. However, one of

ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that various modifications and changes may be

made without departing from the scope of the present invention as set forth in the



appended claims. For example, selective disconnect events may be sent by equivalent

non-IP means. Accordingly, the specification and drawings are to be regarded in an

illustrative rather than a restrictive sense, and all such modifications are intended to be

included within the scope of the present invention.

[0061] The corresponding structures, materials, acts, and equivalents of all means plus

function elements in any claims below are intended to include any structure, material, or

acts for performing the function in combination with other claim elements as specifically

claimed. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that many modifications to the

exemplary embodiments are possible without departing from the scope of the present

invention.

[0062] In addition, it is possible to use some of the features of the embodiments disclosed

without the corresponding use of the other features. Accordingly, the foregoing

description of the exemplary embodiments is provided for the purpose of illustrating the

principles of the invention, and not in limitation thereof, since the scope of the present

invention is defined solely by the appended claims.



What is claimed:

1. A method for selective disconnection of electrical service to a customer via

commands transmitted on a communications network between a server in

communication with an electric utility and a client device at a customer service

point, comprising the steps of:

generating a customer profile including at least connection information

for a plurality of controllable devices within the service point;

receiving a request from the electric utility to generate a selective

disconnect event at the service point based on the customer

profile;

communicating the selective disconnect event to the client device at the

service point; and

generating and sending the selective disconnect event to at least one

controllable device at the service point.

2. The method for selective disconnection of claim 1 wherein the selective

disconnect event communicated to the client devicebased on the customerprofile

comprises a command to reduce power to, or remove power from, the at least one

controllable device at the service point.

3. The method for selective disconnection of claim 1 wherein the customer profile

connection information comprises at least one of information about controllable

devices within the service point that can receive a control event, information

about controllable devices that may adversely affect the customer in a disconnect



event, and a priority of service for the customer.

4. The method for selective disconnection of claim 1 further comprising sending a

control event to the service point to remove power to at least one of the plurality

of controllable devices selectively.

5. The method for selective disconnection of claim 4 wherein at least one of the

plurality of controllable devices is switch controlled.

6. The method for selective disconnection of claim 1 wherein at least one of the

plurality of controllable devices provides two way reporting to the client device.

7. The method for selective disconnection of claim 1 wherein the plurality of

controllable devices comprises at least one climate-controlled device.

8. The method for selective disconnection of claim 7 wherein the at least one

climate-controlled device comprises at least one of a thermostat, a water heater, a

heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system, and a pool pump.

9. The method for selective disconnection of claim 7 further comprising sending a

control event to at least one climate-controlled device to raise or lower a

temperature setting to a predetermined set point, and holding the setting of the at

least one climate-controlled device at the predetermined set point.

10. The method for selective disconnection of claim 1 further comprising

communicating the selective disconnect event from a master event manager



operable with the server in communication with the electric utility to a device

control manager application operable with the client device.

11. The method for selective disconnection of claim 1 further comprising

communicating the selective disconnect event from a selective disconnect

application operable on the server in communication with the electric utility to a

customer dashboard application operable with the client device via a web browser

application.

12. The method for selective disconnection of claim 1 further comprising enabling

the customer to obtain energy credits and to select the power-consuming device to

which the energy credits are applied.

13. The method for selective disconnection of claim 12 further comprising enabling

the customer to create a bucket plan of energy use for the selected power-

consuming device wherein the bucket plan is constrained by the utility based on

at least one criterion.

14. The method for selective disconnection of claim 13 wherein the at least one

bucket plan constraint criterion includes at least one of a time of day use, apeak

hours use, and an off-peak hours use.

15. The method for selective disconnection of claim 12 further comprising receiving

an accumulated energy credit usage data from the electric utility via the server in

communication with the electric utility.



16. A system for selective disconnection of electrical service to a customer via

commands transmitted on a communications network between a server in

communication with an electric utility and a client device at a customer service

point, comprising:

a memory storing a database containing a plurality of customer profiles

wherein each customer profile includes at least connection

information for a plurality of controllable devices within the

associated service point;

a processor, cooperative with the memory, and configured for selective

disconnection of electrical service to a customer at the service

point by:

receiving a request from the electric utility to generate a

selective disconnect event at the associated service point

based on the customer profile;

communicating the selective disconnect event to the client

device for sending to at least one controllable device at

the associated service point.

17. The system for selective disconnection of claim 16 wherein the processor is

further configured for sending a command to the client device based on the

customer profile contained in the database to reduce power to, or remove power

from, the at least one controllable device at the service point.



18. The system for selective disconnection of claim 16 wherein the customer profile

contained in the database comprises at least one of information about controllable

devices within the service point that can receive a control event, information

about controllable devices that may adversely affect the customer in a disconnect

event, and a priority of service for the customer.

19. The system for selective disconnection of claim 16 wherein the processor is

further configured for sending a control event to the service point to remove

power to at least one of the plurality of controllable devices selectively.

20. The system for selective disconnection of claim 16 wherein at least one of the

plurality of controllable devices is switch controlled.

21. The system for selective disconnection of claim 16 wherein at least one of the

plurality of controllable devices provides two way reporting to the client device.

22. The system for selective disconnection of claim 16 wherein the plurality of

controllable devices comprises at least one climate-controlled device.

23. The system for selective disconnection of claim 22 wherein the at least one

climate-controlled device comprises at least one of a thermostat, a water heater, a

heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system, and a pool pump.

24. The system for selective disconnection of claim 22 wherein the processor is

further configured for sending a control event to at least one climate-controlled



device to raise or lower a temperature setting to a predetermined set point, and

holding the setting of the at least one climate-controlled device at the

predetermined set point.

25. The system for selective disconnection of claim 16 wherein the processor is

further configured for communicating the selective disconnect event from a

master event manager operable with the server in communication with the electric

utility to a device control manager application operable with the client device.

26. The system for selective disconnection of claim 16 wherein the processor is

further configured for communicating the selective disconnect event from a

selective disconnect application operable on the server in communication with the

electric utility to a customer dashboard application operable with the client device

via a web browser application.

27. The system for selective disconnection of claim 26 wherein the processor is

further configured for enabling the customer to select the power-consuming

device to which an energy credit is applied.

28. The system for selective disconnection of claim 27 wherein the processor is

further configured for enabling the customer to create a bucket plan of energy use

for the selected power-consuming device wherein the bucket plan is constrained

by the utility based on at least one criterion.

29. The system for selective disconnection of claim 28 wherein the at least one



bucket plan constraint criterion includes at least one of a time of day use, a peak

hours use, and an off-peak hours use.

30. The system for selective disconnection of claim 27 wherein the processor is

further configured for receiving an accumulated energy credit usage data from the

electric utility via the server in communication with the electric utility.
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